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ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

Un-framing art :  Luxury scarf atel ier 
& art  studio.  Discover our many 
col laborations with artists .  L imited 
edition scarves & more.  
-  
by appointment & onl ine

Fol io /01 presents 12 l imited 
edition scarves in col laboration with 
five artists .



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

BEYOND THE ATMOSPHERE

£600 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% modal  scarf

James T Murray turned his  lens to the sky in search of ‘ the unseen’ and produced an 

abstract  and painter ly photograph.  The ultra soft texture of this  fabr ic  feels  l ike being 

wrapped in a c loud.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

ASCENDING SPACE

£625 ( including 20% VAT)

imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 85% modal  15% si lk

Darshana Shi lpi  Rouget,  inspired by the Indian technique of “bandhani ,”   created this  

artwork of organic dots and unexpected colours.  The softness and del icate texture of 

the scarf,  adds layers and movement to this  pattern.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

LEAFLET

£650 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% si lk  scarf

The painting for this  s i lk  scarf,  by Darshana Shi lpi  Rouget ,  was inspired by the motion 

of autumn leaves fa l l ing from the trees.  Pr inted on s i lk ,  the fluid movement of the 

fabric  enhances the s inuous hand painted l ines of this  composition.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

INDIAN CAROUSEL

£650 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% si lk  scarf

Original ly painted using gouache in 1943,  Babuj i  Rajendra Shi lpi ’s  artwork depicts his  

observation of Indian society pr ior to independence.  The horizontal  narrative draws 

on Jain and Buddhist  paintings,  and concludes with a vis ion of India at  peace.  Pr inted 

on fine s i lk ,  this  scarf has been bought by col lectors to be both,  worn and framed.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

CHROMA-LUX

£650 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% si lk  scarf

The artwork for this  s i lk  scarf,  by Darshana Shi lpi  Rouget,  is  an exploration of colour.  

From afar,  the br ight pinks dominate,  but up c lose the complex combination of tones 

emerge.  With cooler hues joining the warm, the composition is  enhanced through the 

movement of the scarf.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

BEFORE THE ROAD

£600 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% modal  scarf

Bold brush strokes by Mary Jones,  create a sense of movement and rhythm in this  

artwork and scarf.  Original ly painted in watercolour,  the softness of the fabric  

enhances the texture of the brushstrokes and gives a visual  fluidity when worn.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

PRAISE THE RAIN

£600 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% modal  scarf

Inspired by the tr ibal  paintings of India ,  Darshana Shi lpi  Rouget,  creates a Tree of L ife 

for this  scarf.  The composition catches the violent and vivid transitional  moment of 

monsoon.  The ultra soft texture of this  fabr ic  feels  l ike being wrapped in a c loud.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

SACRED STANCE

£600 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% modal  scarf

The dream-l ike gouache artwork by Babuj i  Rajendra Shi lpi ,  was or ig inal ly painted 

during the surreal ist  movement in 1943.  The composition uses br ight accent colours 

set  against  earthly base tones.  The softness and movement of the fabric  br ings the 

fantastical  scene to l i fe .



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

MICROCOSM

£600 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% modal  scarf

Subtle tones are used with great effect in this  dense,  textural  painting and scarf.   

Mary Jones used layers of oi l  paint  with a complex array of colours ,  creating its  own 

microcosm. The softness of the fabric  adds depth to this  r ich piece.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

BEGUILING TRAJECTORY

£625 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 85% modal  15% si lk

The kaleidoscopic composition,  by James T Murray,  for this  scarf has been created 

from a photograph of orchids,  digita l ly repl icated to create the complex pattern.

The movement of the scarf adds a third dimension to the or ig inal  photograph.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

WE ’LL FLOAT BY

£625 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 85% modal  15% si lk

Mary Jones’  p layful  artwork and scarf depicts mermaids,  complete with str ings of 

pear ls  and sunglasses.  The fabric  captures the detai ls  and texture of the brushstrokes 

and enhances i ts  washes of jewel  l ike colours.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

BRIEF ENCOUNTERS

£650 ( including 20% VAT)

l imited edition of 25

136cm x 136cm, 100% si lk  scarf

Author and screenwriter Ross Klavan wrote a skit ,  specia l ly for this  scarf,  set  in 

London.  He has taken his  inspiration from the iconic 1945 film,  creating a 

conversation,  which,  with a wry smi le ,  references a scarf.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

COLLABORATION

At Alba Amicorum, our goal is to create
a platform where there is a cross-cultural 
involvement and exchange between 
artists of many disciplines, nationalities 
and generations using the scarf as a 
creative common ground. The drive 
underlying creation is the impulse to 
learn. Collaboration, in our experience, 
is the best way to learn.

We encourage your involvement and
can arrange meetings with the artists or
studio visits.

WHY ART ON SCARF

Art demands deconstruction and
reinterpretation of its subject.

A scarf by its very nature deconstructs
what is on its surface, including its own
predetermined boundary as it moves -
continuously, revealing new
perspectives and new interpretations
of the work of art.

By ‘unframing art’ we aim to create a
dialogue with the art and our collectors’
own personal interpretation and style.

ATELIER ALBA AMICORUM



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

A LIMITED COLLECTION

Our scarves are unframed works of
art, available in limited editions.
We authenticate each piece we sell with
a numbered certificate and every scarf
comes housed in a Japanese-inspired
archival wooden box.

Every detail has been given careful
attention and thought. Starting with
the art, we ensure the accuracy of
colour and select the most suitable 
fabric to communicate its essence. 
Each scarf is produced and hand 
finished in Italy.

WHY THE NAME?

Alba Amicorum, or ‘Books of Friends’, 
was a 16th century practice of 
contributing inscriptions, drawings, 
poems, literature etc, in a friend’s album. 
Both the contributor and receiver took 
pride in being a part of the exchange.

This idea of creative exchange, dialogue
and our impulse to collect and preserve
felt like the perfect fit.

THE FOUNDER

DARSHANA SHILPI ROUGET:

Having lived on three continents and
with many cultures, art is a common
thread in my life. I am a designer, artist
and collector, but collaborating with
other creatives is what I’ve enjoyed
the most.

Observing a canvas waiting to be
stretched and wanting to reconnect with
the many artist-friends spread across
the world, the idea of Alba Amicorum
was born.



ALBA AMICORUM LIMITED

Special thanks to:
Joel Benguigui
Juliet Burnett
Iringo Demeter

I would like to invite you to preview 
the collection at our new atelier and 
showroom in Belgravia, London.

To make an appointment please call, 
text or WhatsApp: 
+447880552230
dsr@albaamicorum.com

Please subscribe for open studio 
dates and other events: 
AlbaAmicorum.com

12 Kinnerton Yard
(entrance at 33 Kinnerton Street)
London SW1X 8EB
United Kingdom

https://albaamicorum.com
https://goo.gl/maps/6ZqHsBTvoxo5joid9

